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Book Descriptions:

canon powershot a2000is manual

This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.Access your account, or create a new account, click here to get started.
Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size
Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size The
Product purchased with this limited warranty is the only PowerShot Digital Camera to which this
limited warranty applies. Warranty exchange or replacement does not extend the original warranty
period of the Product.The sole warranty, if any, with the respect to such nonCanon brand items is
given by the manufacturer or producer thereof. This limited warranty covers all defects encountered
in normal use of the Products, and does not apply in the following cases A Canon Customer Care
representative will attempt to diagnose the nature of the problem and correct it over the telephone.
If the problem cannot be corrected over the telephone, you will be asked to follow the applicable
procedures for MAILIN SERVICE. Note that a dated proof of purchase is required at the time of
service. MAILIN SERVICE is a program under which your Product is repaired by a Canon U.S.A. or a
Canon Canada authorized service center for the Product. You will be given the name, address and
phone number of an authorized service center. It is your responsibility to properly package and send
the defective Product, together with a copy of your dated proof of purchase, a complete explanation
of the problem and a return address to the authorized service center at your expense. Do not include
any other items with the defective Product. The Product covered by this limited warranty and proven
to be defective upon inspection will be repaired and returned to you without charge by the
authorized service center.http://dm288.com/slicice/jonsered-520-sp-manual.xml
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Any Product received by the authorized service center that is not covered by the limited warranty
will be returned unrepaired, or at the discretion of the authorized service center, you may receive a
written estimate of repair at such cost as the service center may establish from time to time.Figures
for Movie Mode represent total capacity of the particular media.Canon, DIGIC, PIXMA, PowerShot
and SELPHY are registered trademarks of Canon Inc.Mac is a trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in
the United States and other countries. All other products and brand names are registered
trademarks, trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.Scroll down to easily select
items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store
Provides uninterrupted power for shooting or downloading.It allows viewing of recorded images
from the Canon Powershot Digital Cameras.Effectively doubles the flash range of the camera. Comes
with mounting bracket.The cable connects to your camera and to the USB port on your PC or MAC
Computer. Comes standard with the EOS 1Ds Mark III, 1D Mark IV, 1D Mark III, 1Ds Mark II, 1D
Mark II N, 1D Mark II, 5D Mark II, 7D, 5D, 50D, 40D, 30D, 20D, 10D, Digital Rebel XTi, Digital
Rebel XT and Digital Rebel. Please see Compatibility tab for compatible models. Software Starter
Guide Read when you want to connect the camera to a computer. Explains how to install and use the
software on the Canon Digital Camera Solution Disk.Please be advised. Checking the Package
Contents.2 Conventions Used in this Guide.3 Read This First.4 What Do You Want to Do.6.
Compatible Batteries AAsize alkaline batteries and Canon AAsize NiMH batteries sold separately p.
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36. Can any other batteries be used. We cannot recommend the use of any other batteries than those
listed above because performance varies widely. Since the date and time recorded into your images
are based on these settings, be sure to make them.Display the language
menu.http://finpacecuador.com/userfiles/jonsered-49sp-parts-manual.xml

To take images that are in focus, be sure to first press the shutter button lightly halfway to focus,
then take the shot. If you just press the shutter button fully without pausing halfway, the images you
take may not be in focus. The startup sound will play, and the start up image will appear.
Recommendation for beginners 9 Easy mode Just setting the mode dial to 9 Easy mode allows you to
shoot and playback images. This mode is recommended for beginners, who are not familiar using
cameras. Easy mode Set to Playback mode. Please note that erased images cannot be recovered.
Exercise adequate caution before erasing an image. The last image you shoot will appear. Select an
image to erase. CanonBrand PictBridge Compliant Printers Sold Separately By connecting your
camera to one of the Canonbrand PictBridge compliant printers below, you can print your images
just like photos without having to use a computer. The camera will start shooting the movie. The last
image or movie you shot will appear.Install the software. Windows Place the CDROM in the
computer’s CDROM drive.This product is designed to achieve excellent performance when used with
genuine Canon accessories.Some accessories are not sold in some regions, or may no longer be
available.However, the Simple Information will not display. The menu items are organized under
categorized tabs, and the displayed tabs and menu items change, depending on the Shooting p. 40
or Playback mode p. 41. For more information on the tabs and menu items, refer to page 136.
Formatting a memory card erases all data on the memory card. You cannot retrieve the erased data.
Mute Setting Adjusting the Volume Display the menu.You can change the length of time the images
display.Shooting Special Scenes The camera will make the optimal settings for the special scene you
wish to shoot when you select a matching mode. What if the indicator blinks orange and a flashing
appears.

When you press the shutter button halfway in low light conditions where camera shake is likely, the
indicator will blink orange and a flashing screen. Image Deterioration Zones with Digital Zoom
Recording Pixels Optical Zoom. The images may appear rough, however, depending on the
combination of recording pixel p. Once inserted, however, they cannot be deleted.If a correct
exposure cannot be obtained when pressing the shutter button halfway, shutter speed and aperture
value are shown in red. Changing the Image Quality Compression Ratio You can choose from 3 types
of image quality, in order from high to low Superfine, Fine, Select the recording pixels. Approximate
Values for Paper Size A4, Letter size. Automatically sets the optimal speed, not only for shooting
mode and shooting condition, but also for subject or camera motion. Depending on the scene, the
speed may be set higher than in ISO Auto, resulting in less subject blur and camera shake. Auto
Automatically sets the optimal white balance for the location. Daylight Fine weather condition,
outdoor shooting. Cloudy Cloudy, shady, twilight conditions. Tungsten Tungsten, bulbtype
3wavelength fluorescent. My Colors Off Vivid Neutral Sepia Custom Color Custom Color Select a My
Colors setting.You can now recompose and shoot. This is called focus lock.If the camera cannot
focus when you press the shutter button halfway, the AF frame will not appear. Center The AF frame
will be fixed to the center. This is effective for focusing on a specific point. Evaluative Center
Weighted Avg. Spot Shooting with AF Lock You can lock focusing. Once the focus is locked, it
remains locked even if you let go of the shutter button. The focus and exposure can be set
separately. While pressing the shutter button halfway press the o button displays and the exposure
is locked. While pressing the shutter button halfway press the o button The flash fires and. In order
to avoid camera shake, attach the camera to a tripod.

You can use the digital zoom Standard during shooting p. 61. Shooting with reduced recording
pixels. You cannot use the Compact zoom during shooting.If you want to shoot at the maximum
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magnification, you should adjust the optical zoom to the maximal factor before shooting. Searching 9
Images at a Time Jump Bar Holding the m button and pressing the qr buttons will jump to the first or
last set of images. People Scenery Events Auto Category during Shooting Images are automatically
sorted when shot, as shown in the following table.Each image displays for approximately 3 seconds.
Images display without transition effect. The next image displays gradually.Recorded Image Orange
frame contents When multiple frames display When multiple frames display, press the m or 0 button
to switch frames. Each time you press either button changes the position of the orange frame.
Immediately switches between images without transition effect. Displayed image fades out as next
image fades in.To erase an image, cancel protection first. Select an image. Select an image to
correct. The attached sound memo can be up to approximately 1 minute long per image.This section
will explain other ways to transfer images. Direct Transfer Settings All Images New Images DPOF
Trans.If you change settings with this camera, the previously made settings may be
overwritten.These designation methods comply with the DPOF Digital Print Order Format standards.
Also refer to the Direct Print User Guide. Turn off the camera and printer. Connect the camera and
printer. Select an image. These settings apply to all selected images, and cannot be set
individually.If you change settings with this camera, the previously made settings may be
overwritten. Turning Off the Startup Image You can turn off the startup image that displays when
you turn on the camera. Creating Folders by Day and Time You can set a day and time for folder
creation.

Turning off Auto Rotate When you play back images on the camera, images shot in vertical
orientation automatically rotate and display vertically. You can turn off this function. Displaying the
Overlay You can display grid lines for vertical and horizontal guidance, or 32 guide to confirm the
printable area for L size or postcard size prints. Do not unplug the power cord with the camera
turned on. This could erase images you have taken or damage the camera. If the items below do not
solve your problem, contact a Canon Customer Support Help Desk as listed on the included
customer support list. This is effective if the subject looks right at the redeye reduction lamp. Even
better results can be obtained by increasing the lighting in indoor settings or approaching closer to
the subject. The shutter will not close for approx. Refer to the Software Starter Guide for
information regarding folder structure or file names. Playback stops, or audio cuts out. Formatting
the memory card may solve the problem p. 49. If this error message appears even when using the
supplied memory card, contact your Canon Customer Support Help Desk as there may be a problem
with the camera. Press the power button to turn the camera off and back on p. 22. If this error
message continues to display, contact your Canon Customer Support Help Desk as there may be a
problem with the lens. Menus — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —. My Category Organizes
images in categories. RedEye Correction Corrects redeye in images. Resize Resizes and saves
images. Sound Memo Records and attaches sound to images. Protect Protects images. Rotate
Rotates images. Erase all Erases all unprotected images. The cable with the ferrite core provided
with the digital camera must be used with this equipment in order to comply with Class B limits in
Subpart B of Part 15 of the FCC rules. Canon PowerShot A2000 IS equipped with a 10 MP CCD
sensor and powerful DIGIC III processing delivers stunning images for large size prints.

The 6x 36216mm optical zoom lens brings distant subjects closer. The Optical Image Stabilizer
reduces the effects of camera shake and blur, giving you steady, crisp shots. The PowerShot A2000
IS features Face Detection technology, which detects up to 9 faces in a shot and adjusts focus point,
exposure, flash settings and white balance to achieve perfect results with naturallooking skin tones.
Other highlights include 3inch LCD display, Easy shooting mode, Motion Detection and Redeye
Correction removing redeye from subjects in flash photos. Finished book size is A5 148 x 210mm.
148 pages long. Our reprints are high quality, printed on 80gsm superwhite Canon paper on a Canon
office copier. The pages are then spiral bound with a clear acetate front cover and red card back
cover, held together with a strong white wire. Your manual will lay flat when open and will last for



as long as your camera, with a little bit of care. Manuals over 400 pages long may be supplied as
more than one book. Apart from that, we have the usual suspects on the cameras front the 6x zoom
lens, with auto focus assist lamp to its upper left, and flash to upper right. The three small dots by
the lens are for the microphone. There are two buttons below this cluster, and two above. The left
above button turns on facial detection mode, and the right button can be set to a number of
functions exposure compensation, white balance, manual white balance, red eye reduction, digital
teleconverter, guide lines or display off. The buttons are all quite small, and placed closely together,
leaving this reviewer feeling slightly hamfisted while trying to change settings. At the top right is the
playback control, situated right next to a small ridge that works as a thumb support. Oddly, the
speaker is placed in a location where your thumb is bound to cover it, so you may have sound
trouble playing back videos onehanded.

Nothing here to look at Its an arrangement that stops any unnecessary protrusions, but also makes
threading the strap rather difficult. The other feature of this side is the DC in and USB port tucked
under a flimsy cover near the top. It provides a bigger grip on the right side, but does cause the
camera to look like a doorstop. The button right in the center of the top is for powerin the camera on
or off, then the mode dial, and finally the zoom ring and shutter button. The A2000s wedge shape is
certainly distinctive It did very well for color accuracy, low light and video, but really struggled with
noise levels, white balance and resolution. This chart is designed to have precisely reproduced color
values for each swatch, which allows us to measure any deviation from these known values using
Imatest image analysis software. You can see the result in the image below, where the outer ring of
each color represents the captured color, the inner rectangle is the chart color corrected for
luminance, and the inset is the original chart color. As you can see the A2000 did very well in skin
tones and light greens and blues, but had a bit more trouble with cyan point 18, yellow point 16 and
magenta point 17. It showed itself able to capture color values very close to reality under good
lighting conditions. In the following chart you can see the A2000 compared to a number of other
pointandshoots, and it scores well above the nonCanon models. The cameras weve chosen for
comparison are all entry level, inexpensive pointandshoot cameras, with the exception of the
PowerShot SX110 IS which has a larger zoom and more manual controls for a slightly higher price.
For instance, if you were photographing someone in a tuxedo, youd want the blacks of the coat to
remain dark, while the white shirt looks sparkling white. A camera with a poor dynamic range will
make one or both of those areas look gray, which isnt what you want at all.

To test a cameras dynamic range, we shoot the backlit Stouffer chart, which has a series of tabs
running from black to white. We photograph it at every fullresolution ISO, and feed the resulting
images through Imatest. While it starts out quite high, it rapidly bottoms out, which gives the A2000
an average score for this test. This can be accomplished through an automatic system, or the
photographer can choose from a number of provided presets that mach various light sources. We
test both these methods by shooting under different lighting sources, then using Imatest to see how
well the camera compensates. You can see the results below, but keep in mind that these images are
highly exaggerated, and you wont see this level of difference in reality. However, the automatic
white balance system did remarkably poorly working with daylight illumination and tungsten bulbs.
Note that the charts shown below show exaggerated results to illustrate the color shifts produced
you wouldnt see this level of difference in your actual photos. Normally, wed expect to see the
camera perform better under presets than it does on auto, but with the A2000 this was true only
under two light sources, and then just barely. This peformance compares poorly with other cameras
weve tested. Under the sunny glare of 1700 lux, the Canon A2000 shot ISO 200, which is
respectable, however the overall high noise levels gave it a thoroughly mediocre score in this section
as well. However, at 15 and 5 lux it really struggled, massively undersaturating the image, and at
the lower level producing an excessive 6.5% image noise. There is some manner of shutter speed
control on the camera, but its hidden inside the exposure compensation controls. Using this you can



manually set up shutter speeds from 1second to 15seconds. Unfortunately, when you do so, you lose
any sort of exposure compensation controls, and the camera doesnt give you any indication that
youll under or overexpose the image.

Regardless, we tested for color accuracy and noise levels at 1second, 5seconds, 10seconds and
15seconds, and when we managed to expose properly, we were pleasantly surprised by good color
accuracy and noise levels between 1.5% and 2%. Its high noise levels and tendency to undersaturate
conjoined were offset by a good result in the long exposure section to bump the score noticeably.
You can click on any of them to see the fullsize versions, but keep in mind that these are large
images so they may take some time to load. As part of our regular testing regimen, we test video
frame grabs for the same color accuracy, image noise and resolution qualities we look for in still
photography. We took the A2000 out onto the mean streets of Boston to film speeding cars to test
how well it it recorded motion. The camera accounted for itself pretty well, keeping up with moving
objects without fuss or visile scan lines. Overall, the Canon scored well for video, based mostly on its
excellent color performance. The A2000, on average, takes 1.2 seconds to ruminate over the picture,
which is reasonably fast. LCD Screen 5.00 The LCD is a stockstandard 3, 230,000 pixel job which
can be set to five levels of brightness. Under bright light, the live view manages to keep up with
motion admirably, but once you move into the dark, youll have a lot more trouble. In shooting mode
it flips between no information overlay at all to basic settings display, while in playback mode you
toggle between no information; shooting date and image number; full EXIF information and
brightness histogram; and finally focus check. This last setting shows an enlarged section at the very
center of the image, so you can see if the picture is perfectly in focus. Its also placed very close to
the lens, which leads to a greater occurrence of redeye. For its size, the flash seems quite bright,
though a bit slow to recycle.

While shooting, you can use the right button on the cameras back to turn the flash off, on or to auto.
If you go through the menu system, however, automatically process your image for redeye
correction, decide whether or not to use the autofocus assist lamp to reduce redeye, or use the flash
on slowsyncro.This is a bit on the slow side, especially when zoomed all the way in, making it
difficult to handhold telephoto shots in low light. It has a distinctive wedge shape, and looks like one
end has been dipped in a bucket of paint. Its slightly ungainly, but not entirely unattractive. We like
the fact that its constructed almost entirely of matte plastic, so it wont get smeared with fingerprints
easily, a common complaint with most cameras. This is also the area where the batteries are stored,
and most of the weight of the camera is on this side, which means that if youre holding it onehanded,
its extremely easy to move around. In general, the bodys big enough that even the most largehanded
of users should be able to hold it without problem. In fact we found said buttons to be jampacked in
too close together, and we frequently hit more than one at a time, especially while navigating
menus. While the buttons are quite pretty especially with the circular section motif going on, we
found their proximity and size aggravating for all but the most dexterous photographer. That said,
we found the menu system of the A2000 to run long, requiring you to scroll through pages of options
to find the one you need. We would have liked to have seen multiple tabs for each menu section, as
Canon does with its SLRs. This menu is accessed by pressing the Func. Set button on the camera.
Here youll find settings for zoom controls, flash, image stabilization and auto focus. These tend to be
the controls you set up once, and leave them as they are. From this tab you can start a slideshow,
categorize your photos, resize, rotate or protect them.

All the settings are clearly marked, theres Easy auto mode, standard auto and program mode for
more handson control. If youre dealing with someone who has no idea how to use a camera,
throwing it into Easy mode will let them use it without any trouble at all. Theres also a modified
Playback mode while in Easy, where all you can do is start a slideshow or delete your pictures. You
can control color mode and white balance while filming, set a timer, adjust the focus mode, and alter



the brightness. The zoom is turned off while recording, probably due to the microphones placement
right next to the lens, where the whirring gears would come through on the recording prominently.
In addition to the standard 10 and 2 second timer, you can craft your own, setting delay between 1
and 30 seconds, and taking up to 10 shots in a row when the selftimer expires, a huge advantage if
youre trying to take group portraits and dont want to keep getting up to press the shutter again. You
can view just the picture; date and time the shot was taken; all shooting details, brightness
histogram and overexposed areas highlighted; and finally focus check, which enlarges the center of
the image so you can see if your photo is sharp enough. Zooming in provides up to 10x
magnification, at which point you can press the set button, then use the arrows to switch between
images at the same level of enlargement. Zooming out takes you to a thumbnail view of nine images
at a time, which can then be navigated one image at a time. If you zoom out again, you can flick
between pages with nine images on each. The list of choices isnt shockingly huge, but it should
cover most eventualities. On the dial are portrait, landscape, night snapshot, kids and pets
apparently the two functio indistinguishably and indoor mode. In scene mode you can shoot night
scene, sunset, foliage, snow, beach, fireworks, aquarium or ISO 3200, the last of which is at reduced
1600x1200 resolution.

Theres a manual white balance setting, and the tiny bit of customization allowed by setting your own
selftimer interval and choosing the function of one of the buttons. However, the lack of manual
aperture control is frustrating, and shutter speed can be altered only for periods longer than one
second, and even then its poorly implemented and well hidden. However, the face detection feature
was poorly implemented, and couldnt recognize people most of the time. If leaving decisions to the
camera is more your style, it can also be set to Auto or Hi which limits the automatic ISO to the
upper end of the spectrum. Custom lets you take a reading off a white or grey material in order to
correctly compensate for the current lightig source. However, while in Program mode, if you go into
exposure compensation, and press the Disp button, you can manually set the shutter to 1 second to
15 seconds in length. Apart from this long exposure setup, there is no way to control shutter speed
directly. This is quite slow, particularly for telephoto shots, making handheld photography difficult.
Unfortunately, there is no direct control over aperture with this camera. This function, by default, is
set to off. This final setting, we assume, is for reminding yourself to do things by taking photos of
them. It does an OK job with basic image tasks, both in terms of image browsing and simple editing.
You can alter sharpness, brightness, correct redeye, and perform other standard edits. Theres a
standard microUSB jack, which lets you hook your camera up to your PC or TV using included
cables. The second small plug is for AC in, using an optional power adapter. The first is PictBridge,
which lets you plug your camera directly into compatible printers, and choose which photos youd
like to prinht, and how many copies of each. It does mean use them up quite quickly, making
highquality rechargeables a good investment.

While the lens is a bit on the slow side, and we would prefer more controls, for someone who wants
an inexpensive pointandshoot with some extra oomph on the telephoto side, it seems like a good buy.
However, it has a menu system that we found extremely annoying, and only a 4x zoom.If youre
craving more control in a smaller form, the F60fd is quite reasonably priced, though image quality is
mediocre. There was, however, one major problem with the NV40, and that is its unintuitive and
inaccurate control scheme, that we found utterly frustrating. If you can overcome this obstacle,
though, it offers excellent photographs at a low price. If a long zoom at a low price strikes you as a
winning combination, the A2000 is worth considering, but you should keep the downsides in mind. If
you’ve found different results in your own research, email us and we’ll compare notes. If it looks
substantial, we’ll gladly retest a product to try and reproduce these results. After all, peer reviews
are a critical part of any scientific process.Purchases you make through our links may earn us a
commission.


